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Dimension functions for spherical fibrations

CIHAN OKAY

ERGÜN YALÇIN

Given a spherical fibration � over the classifying space BG of a finite group G
we define a dimension function for the m–fold fiber join of � , where m is some
large positive integer. We show that the dimension functions satisfy the Borel–Smith
conditions when m is large enough. As an application we prove that there exists no
spherical fibration over the classifying space of Qd.p/D .Z=p/2ÌSL2.Z=p/ with p–
effective Euler class, generalizing a result of Ünlü (2004) about group actions on finite
complexes homotopy equivalent to a sphere. We have been informed that this result
will also appear in upcoming work of Alejandro Adem and Jesper Grodal as a corollary
of a previously announced program on homotopy group actions due to Grodal.

55M35; 55S10, 55S37

1 Introduction

This paper is motivated by a conjecture about group actions on products of spheres
due to Benson and Carlson [5]. The conjecture states that the maximal rank of an
elementary abelian p–group contained in a finite group is at most k if and only if there
exists a finite free G–CW–complex X homotopy equivalent to a product of spheres
Sn1 �Sn2 � � � � �Snk . For k D 1 this conjecture is proved by Swan [22]. The next
case k D 2 is proved by Adem and Smith [2] for finite groups that do not involve
Qd.p/D .Z=p/2 Ì SL2.Z=p/ for any odd prime p .

An important technique developed in [2] for constructing free actions starts with a
spherical fibration over BG whose Euler class is p–effective and uses fiber joins to
construct a free action on a finite complex homotopy equivalent to a product of two
spheres. One source of such a spherical fibration is a finite G–CW–complex X ' Sn

with rank-one isotropy. Ünlü [23] proved that for G D Qd.p/ there exists no such
finite G–CW–complex. The main goal of this paper is to extend this result by showing
that there exists no spherical fibration over BG with p–effective Euler class when G
is Qd.p/. We also show that Qd.p/ cannot act freely on a finite complex homotopy
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equivalent to Sn�Sn . However, the case of the Benson–Carlson conjecture where the
dimensions of the spheres are different remains open.

Given a spherical fibration �W E! BG over BG with fibers Sn , there is an infinite-
dimensional free G–space X� , defined as the pullback of � along the universal fibration
EG ! BG , such that the Borel construction EG �G X� ! BG is fiber homotopy
equivalent to � . Two G–spaces X and Y are said to be hG–equivalent if there
is a zig-zag sequence of G–maps between X and Y that are weak equivalences
(nonequivariantly). The fiber homotopy classes of n–dimensional spherical fibrations
over BG are in one-to-one correspondence with hG–equivalence classes of G–spaces
that are homotopy equivalent to Sn (see Section A.3 for details). We will use this
correspondence throughout the paper without further explanations.

Let G be a p–group and X be a finite-dimensional G–CW–complex. We write H.�/
for mod-p cohomology. Classical Smith theory says that if H.X/ Š H.Sn/ for
some n, then the fixed point space XG also has the mod-p cohomology of a sphere. A
systematic way of studying fixed point subspaces is to define dimension functions nX
by setting

H.XK/ŠH.SnX .K/�1/

for a subgroup K�G . It is a fundamental fact that nX satisfies certain properties called
the Borel–Smith conditions. Smith theory fails for infinite-dimensional complexes.
The problem is that, up to homotopy, every action can be made free by taking a product
with the universal contractible free G–space EG . One way around this problem is
to consider homotopy fixed points XhK DMap.EK;X/K instead of ordinary fixed
points. An important algebraic tool for studying cohomology of homotopy fixed
points is Lannes’ T –functor and its variant the Fix functor. Here a technical point is
that X needs to be replaced by its Bousfield–Kan p–completion X^p , and the theory
only works for elementary abelian p–groups. Then a theorem of Lannes relates the
mod-p cohomology of homotopy fixed points .X^p /

hV to the algebraically defined
object FixV .H.XhV //, where V is an elementary abelian p–subgroup of G , and
XhV DEV �V X .

Lannes’ theory can be applied under certain conditions. We show that these conditions
can be satisfied by replacing a given G–space X ' Sn with the p–completion of its
m–fold join

XŒm�D .X � � � � �X„ ƒ‚ …
m

/^p :
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For large m we prove that classical Smith theory holds for infinite-dimensional com-
plexes, where the role of fixed points is played by homotopy fixed points.

Theorem 1.1 [1] Let P be a finite p–group and X ' .Sn/^p be a P–space. Then
there exists a positive integer m such that .XŒm�/hP ' .Sr/^p for some r .

We have been informed that this result is going to appear in Adem and Grodal [1] and
is part of a program on homotopy group actions due to Grodal which was announced
previously. Using this result we can define dimension functions for mod-p spherical
fibrations. A mod-p spherical fibration is a fibration whose fiber has the homotopy
type of a p–completed sphere. Given a mod-p spherical fibration �W E! BG and a
p–subgroup Q � G , we can restrict the fibration � to a fibration �jBQW EQ! BQ

by taking the pullback along the inclusion map BQ ! BG . This corresponds to
restricting the G–action on X� to a Q–action via the inclusion map. We define the
integer n�Œm�.Q/ via the weak equivalence

.X� Œm�/
hQ
' .Sn�Œm�.Q/�1/^p

which is a consequence of Theorem 1.1. It turns out that for m large enough, n�Œm�
satisfies the Borel–Smith conditions when regarded as an integer-valued function on
the set of p–subgroups of G (see Theorem 4.6). The dimension function can be made
independent of m by considering a rational-valued dimension function defined by

Dim�.Q/D
1

m
n�Œm�.Q/ .m� 0/

for every p–subgroup Q �G .

The Euler class of a fibration is said to be p–effective if its restriction to elementary
abelian p–subgroups of maximal rank is not nilpotent. This is a condition on the Euler
class of a spherical fibration that is required to obtain a free action of a rank-two group
on a product of two spheres using the Adem–Smith method. As an application of the
dimension function that we defined, we obtain the following.

Theorem 1.2 [1] Assume that p > 2. There exists no mod-p spherical fibration
�W E! BQd.p/ with a p–effective Euler class.

We have been informed that this result is also going to appear in [1] and was previously
announced as a theorem by Grodal. As a consequence of Theorem 1.2, we obtain that
the Adem–Smith method of constructing free actions on finite complexes homotopy
equivalent to a product of spheres does not work for Qd.p/.
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Another method for constructing free actions on a product of two spheres Sn1 �Sn2 is
given by Hambleton and Ünlü [14]. This method applies only to the equidimensional
case (n1 D n2 ). The following theorem shows that this method cannot be used for
Qd.p/ either.

Theorem 1.3 Let G D Qd.p/. Then for any n � 0, there is no finite free G–CW–
complex X homotopy equivalent to Sn �Sn .

Therefore, if the Benson–Carlson conjecture holds, then in the construction of a complex
X ' Sn1 �Sn2 with free Qd.p/–action the possibilities are narrowed down to distinct-
dimensional spheres with a more exotic action.

The general theory of homotopy group actions has been considered by Adem and Grodal.
They have informed us that Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 will also appear in their paper [1]
under preparation. The idea of using dimension functions for studying mod-p spherical
fibrations goes back to Grodal and Smith’s unpublished earlier work, although an
outline of their ideas can be found in the extended abstract [13]. Theorems 1.1 and 1.2
can also be thought of as corollaries of a program on homotopy group actions due
to Grodal. We are grateful to Adem and Grodal for sharing their ideas with us on
the subject, and we are looking forward to reading their complete account on the
subject. Here we offer our proofs for Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 for completeness and to
cover a gap in the existing literature. We should also mention that a result stated by
Assadi [4, Corollary 4] also implies Theorems 1.1 and 1.2. Unfortunately, no proofs
were provided for this result either.

The organization of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 we compute Fix.HE/ for
a fibration �W E ! BZ=p whose fiber has the cohomology of a sphere. Our main
result Theorem 1.1 (Theorem 3.11) is proved in Section 3, where we study the space
of sections of a mod-p spherical fibration over the classifying space of a p–group.
The dimension function for an m–fold join of a mod-p spherical fibration is defined
in Section 4. We prove the nonexistence result Theorem 1.2 (Corollary 4.9) in that
section. In Section 5 we prove Theorem 1.3 (Theorem 5.1). We collect some results
about mapping spaces, homotopy fixed points, and fiber joins in the appendix.

Acknowledgements We thank Alejandro Adem, Matthew Gelvin, and Jesper Grodal
for their comments on the first version of this paper. Yalçin is supported by a Tübitak
1001 project (grant no. 116F194).
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2 Spherical fibrations and Lannes’ T –functor

In this section we compute Fix.HE/ for a mod-p spherical fibration E!BZ=p . More
generally, we work with fibrations where the mod-p cohomology of the fiber is isomor-
phic to the cohomology of a sphere. We modify the argument of [9, Chapter 3, Section 4]
for the classical case, which works for group actions on finite-dimensional complexes,
and use the connection between Lannes’ T –functor and localization, established in [10].

2.1 Lannes’ T –functor

Let U (resp. K ) denote the category of unstable modules (resp. unstable algebras) over
the mod-p Steenrod algebra Ap . Let V denote an elementary abelian p–group and
HV the mod-p cohomology ring of V . The tensor product functor HV ˝�W U !U

has a left adjoint T V W U ! U , which is called the Lannes T –functor. Let U .HV /

denote the category of unstable modules M with an HV –module structure such that the
multiplication map HV ˝M !M satisfies the Cartan formula. Let f W HW !HV

denote the map induced by a subgroup inclusion V �W . Its adjoint Of W T VHW ! Fp
is determined by a ring homomorphism Of0W .T

VHW /0!Fp in degree zero. We define

T Vf .M/D Fp˝.TVHW /0 T
VM;

where the .T VHW /0–module structure on Fp is the one determined by Of0 . Let Sf
denote the multiplicatively closed subset of HV generated by the images of the Bock-
steins of one-dimensional classes in HW that map nontrivially under f . The following
is the main theorem of [10]. Un.�/ denotes the largest unstable Ap–submodule.

Theorem 2.1 (Dwyer–Wilkerson [10]) Let W be an elementary abelian p–group,
V a subgroup of W , and f W HW ! HV the map induced by subgroup inclusion.
Suppose that M is an object of U .HV / that is finitely generated as a module over HV .
Then there is a natural isomorphism

T Vf .M/Š UnS�1f .M/:

For an object M in U .HV / the Fix functor is defined by

FixV .M/D Fp˝TVHV T
VM;

where Fp is regarded as a T VHV –module via the adjoint y'W T VHV ! Fp of the
identity map 'W HV !HV ; see [16, Section 4.4.3] for details. We record the following
properties.
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Proposition 2.2 Let M be an object in U .HV /. Then:

(1) The natural map T V'M !HV ˝FixVM is an isomorphism in U .HV /.

(2) If M is a finitely generated HV –module, then the localization of the natural
map M ! T V'M with respect to S' is an isomorphism.

Proof The first result is proved in [16, Proposition 4.5]. For the second result, the
natural map is obtained as follows: Let M ! HV ˝ T VM denote the adjoint of
the identity map T VM ! T VM . Composing this map with the unique algebra map
HV ! Fp gives a map M ! T VM . The desired map is obtained by applying the
natural projection T VM ! T V'M to the second factor. The fact that the resulting map
is an isomorphism can be found in [10, Lemma 4.3, Section 5].

2.2 Spherical fibrations over BZ=p

We will study fibrations �W E ! BZ=p where the cohomology HF of the fiber F
is isomorphic to H.Sn/ for some n � 0, and show that Fix.HE/ Š H.Sr/ for
some �1� r � n. Note that mod-p spherical fibrations satisfy this condition.

We start with recalling the mod-p cohomology ring of Z=p . If pD 2, the cohomology
ring H.Z=2/ is a polynomial algebra F2Œt �, where t is of degree one. When p > 2
we have H.Z=p/D FpŒt �˝ƒŒs�, where s is of degree one and t D ˇs . Here ˇ is the
Bockstein map. The set S' corresponding to the identity map 'W HZ=p!HZ=p

is generated by the Bockstein of the one-dimensional class in each case. If S D
f1; t; t2; : : : g, then localization with respect to S is the same as localization with
respect to S' . For simplicity of notation, when V D Z=p we will write T D T V ,
T' D T

V
' , and FixD FixV .

Lemma 2.3 For an arbitrary fibration �W E! BV we have .FixV HE/0 D 0 if and
only if ��W HV !HE does not split in K .

Proof .FixV HE/0 is isomorphic to .T V' HE/
0 , which has an Fp–basis Z' given

by the set of K–maps ˛W HE!HV such that ˛�� is the identity map on HV ; see
[20, Theorem 3.8.6].

Now we are ready to prove our main result in this section.

Theorem 2.4 Let �W E ! BZ=p be a fibration such that HF Š H.Sn/. Then
Fix.HE/ŠH.Sr/ for some �1� r � n.
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Proof The Serre spectral sequence of the fibration � has E2–page given by

H.Z=p/˝HF )HE;

which is nonzero only in two rows since HF Š H.Sn/. The spectral sequence
is determined by the differential dnC1W E

0;n
2 ! E

nC1;0
2 , whose image lies in the

polynomial part of HZ=p [3, page 137]. First we assume that dnC1 is nonzero, ie ��

does not split. In this case t is nilpotent in HE . Hence the localization vanishes:
S�1HE D 0. By Theorem 2.1 we have T'HE D 0 and the first part of Proposition 2.2
implies that FixHE D 0. Next assume that dnC1 D 0, so that �� splits. Localizing
the natural map HE! T'HE with respect to S gives a diagram

(2.2.1)

HE T'HE

S�1HE S�1.T'HE/
Š

Here the fact that the bottom map is an isomorphism is a consequence of the second
part of Proposition 2.2. The right vertical monomorphism maps onto the unstable
part of S�1.T'HE/ as a consequence of Theorem 2.1 and the commutativity of
the diagram. Since HE Š H.Z=p/˝HF is a free H.Z=p/–module generated by
an element of degree n, the localization map HE ! S�1HE is a monomorphism.
Note that in the spectral sequence multiplication by t is an isomorphism. After
localizing the spectral sequence the two rows extend to negative degrees. Therefore
comparing the spectral sequences we see that the localization map is an isomorphism
in degrees i � n. Hence from the diagram (2.2.1) it follows that the natural map
H iE! .T'HE/

i Š .H.Z=p/˝Fix.HE//i is an isomorphism for i � n. Therefore

(2.2.2)
iM

kD0

Fix.HE/k Š
iM

kD0

Hk.F /D Fp˚Fp for i � n:

One of the factors corresponds to a generator of Fix.HE/0 , which is nonzero by
Lemma 2.3. The other one corresponds to a generator of Fix.HE/ in degree r � n.
Therefore Fix.HE/ is isomorphic to H.Sr/, where 0� r � n.

3 Cohomology of homotopy fixed points

In this section we study the homotopy fixed point space or equivalently the space of
sections of a fibration by applying Lannes’ results. For the relationship between the
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T –functor and mapping spaces, our main references are [16] and [20]. See also the
appendix for preliminaries on homotopy fixed points and space of sections.

3.1 Lannes’ theorems

Lannes’ T –functor gives an approximation to the cohomology of the mapping space
Map.BV; Y /, where Y is an arbitrary space. The evaluation map

evW BV �Map.BV; Y /! Y

induces a map in cohomology HY ! HV ˝ H.Map.BV; Y // whose adjoint is
T VHY !H.Map.BV; Y //. The adjoint map factors through

(3.1.1) �evW T VHY !H.Map.BV; Y ^p //:

In degree zero it is induced by the isomorphism ŒBV; Y ^p �! K .HY;HV / defined
by applying the cohomology functor [20, page 187]. It is convenient to work on a
connected component associated to the homotopy class of a map ˛W BV ! Y ^p . Let
˛�W HY !HV denote the homomorphism induced in cohomology. The component
of T VHY at ˛� is defined by

T V.HY; ˛�/D Fp˝.TVHY /0 T
VHY;

where the module structure on Fp is given by the adjoint T VHY ! Fp of ˛� . Then�ev in (3.1.1) is the product of the maps

�ev˛W T V.HY; ˛�/!H.Map.BV; Y ^p /˛/;

where ˛ runs over the homotopy classes of maps BV ! Y ^p .

We need the notion of freeness for the next theorem due to Lannes. Let G denote the
left adjoint of the forgetful functor K !E , where E denotes the category of graded
vector spaces over Fp . For an object K 2K let †K1 denote the graded vector space
isomorphic to K1 in degree one and zero in other degrees. There is an inclusion of
graded vector spaces †K1! K . Applying G to this map and composing with the
counit GK!K of the adjunction gives a canonical map

(3.1.2) �W G.†K1/!K:

An unstable algebra K is said to be free in degrees � 2 if � is an isomorphism in
degrees < 2 and a monomorphism in degree 2. For a more explicit definition, see
[16, page 25].
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Theorem 3.1 (Lannes [16, Theorem 3.2.4]) Assume that HY and T VHY are of
finite type. If T VHY is free in degrees � 2, then

�ev˛W T V.HY; ˛�/!H.Map.BV; Y ^p /˛/

is an isomorphism of unstable algebras.

In the next section we will apply this theorem to mod-p spherical fibrations.

3.2 Mod-p spherical fibrations

A fibration whose fiber is homotopy equivalent to a p–completed sphere is called a
mod-p spherical fibration. A source for such fibrations is the fiberwise completion of
spherical fibrations. Let �W E! BV be a mod-p spherical fibration with connected
fiber. There is a map of fibrations

E E^p

BV BV ^p

� �^p

where the horizontal maps are weak equivalences. In particular E is p–complete.
Moreover, the diagram is a homotopy pullback diagram. This implies that there is a
weak equivalence Sec.�/! Sec.�^p / between the space of sections of these fibrations
induced by the p–completion map. Therefore in applying Lannes’ theory we can ignore
the p–completions up to weak equivalence. We are interested in the cohomology of
the space of sections Sec.�/. As explained in Appendices A.1 and A.2, the space of
sections Sec.�/ is weakly equivalent to the homotopy fixed point space XhV

�
, where

X� is the V –space defined as the pullback of � along the universal bundle EV !BV .
The space of homotopy sections hSec.�/ is isomorphic to BV �Sec.�/ as simplicial
sets (see Section A.1). We will use Lannes’ theory to study the cohomology of space
of homotopy sections. Consider the diagram

ŒBV;E� K .HE;HV /

ŒBV;BV � K .HV;HV /

Š

Š

induced by � , where the horizontal maps are bijections. Let Z' denote the subset of
maps in K .HE;HV / which split �� induced in cohomology. The subset of maps
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in ŒBV;E� that split � up to homotopy is in one-to-one correspondence with Z' . Then

T V' HE D
Y

˛�2Z'

T V.HE; ˛�/;

and the product of the evaluation maps �ev˛ gives a map

(3.2.1) T V' HE!H.hSec.�//:

By Theorem 3.1 this map is an isomorphism of unstable algebras if T V' HE is free
in degrees � 2. Note that the conditions that HE and T VHE are of finite type are
satisfied in this case because of the spectral sequence calculation and by Theorem 2.4.

Theorem 3.2 Let �W E ! BV be a mod-p spherical fibration and X� denote the
pullback of � along the universal fibration EV ! BV . Assume FixV .HE/ŠH.Sr/
for some �1� r � n. If r 6D 1, then

H.XhV� /ŠH.Sr/:

Proof By the results in Section A.2, XhV
�
' Sec.�/. Since hSec.�/' BV � Sec.�/,

it is enough to show that the map in (3.2.1) is an isomorphism. When r D�1, the result
follows from Lemma 2.3. For the cases rD0 and r >1 we check the freeness condition.
In (3.1.2) it turns out that the object G.†K1/ is isomorphic to HW , where W is
the Fp–dual of K1 . Therefore � is an isomorphism in degrees � 2 if and only if
H 2W !K2 is a monomorphism. We claim that T V' HE is free in degrees � 2 when
rD0 and r >1. If rD0, then the set Z' contains two maps ˛0 and ˛1 , and T V' HED
T V.HE; ˛0/˚T

V.HE; ˛1/, where each component is isomorphic to HV . Note that
for K DHV the map � is an isomorphism. Hence the freeness condition is satisfied.
For r > 1 we have T V' HE D T

V.HE; ˛/ for a unique homotopy class of a map ˛ .
The freeness property holds since .T V' HE/

1 DH 1V and H 2V � .T V' HE/
2 .

Remark 3.3 Note that in general T V' HE is not free in degrees � 2 when r D 1.
Hence in this case we cannot apply the theorem of Lannes (Theorem 3.1) to calculate
the cohomology of the homotopy fixed point space. See also [16, Theorem 4.9.3].

We turn to another theorem of Lannes to study the homotopy type of the homotopy
fixed point space.

Theorem 3.4 [16, Corollary 3.4.3] Assume HY , T VHY , and H.Map.BV; Y /˛/ are
of finite type. Then T V.HY; ˛�/!H.Map.BV; Y /˛/ is an isomorphism of unstable
algebras if and only if .Map.BV; Y /˛/^p !Map.BV; Y ^p /˛ is a homotopy equivalence.
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Using this theorem, the Fix calculation of Theorem 2.4, and Theorem 3.2 we can
determine the homotopy type of the space of sections of a mod-p spherical fibration
over BZ=p .

Theorem 3.5 Let �W E ! BZ=p be a mod-p spherical fibration such that HF Š
H.Sn/ and Fix.HE/ŠH.Sr/, where r 6D 1. Let X� denote the pullback of � along
EZ=p! BZ=p . Then

X
hZ=p
�

' .Sr/^p ;

where �1� r � n.

Proof In Theorem 2.4 we showed that Fix.HE/ Š H.Sr/ for some �1 � r � n.
If r 6D 1, then Theorem 3.2 implies that H.Sec.�//ŠH.Sr/. The section space is the
product of mapping spaces Map.BV;E/˛ , where ˛ is a representative of a homotopy
class such that ˛� lies in Z' . Applying Theorem 3.4 to each component we obtain a
homotopy equivalence

Sec.�/^p ! Sec.�/

after identifying Sec.�/' Sec.�^p / up to homotopy. Therefore Sec.�/'XhZ=p
�

is a
p–complete space that has the cohomology of a sphere.

3.3 Fiber joins and the Fix functor

Next we look at the relationship between the Fix functor and fiber joins to be able
to go around the problem in Theorem 3.5 when r D 1. Let �1W E1 ! BZ=p and
�2W E2! BZ=p be two fibrations with fibers F1 and F2 , respectively. We assume
that HFi ŠH.Sni / and ��1 W HZ=p!HE1 splits.

Lemma 3.6 The natural map

Fix.HE1/˝Fix.HE2/! FixH.E1 �BZ=p E2/

is an isomorphism.

Proof Consider the pullback diagram of fibrations

F1 F1

F2 E1 �BZ=p E2 E1

F2 E2 BZ=p

p1

p2 �1

�2

Algebraic & Geometric Topology, Volume 18 (2018)
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We have HE1 DHZ=p˝HF1 . The differential dnC1 in the spectral sequence of �2
is either zero or t˛ . By comparing the spectral sequences we see that H.E1�BZ=pE2/

is either isomorphic to HE1˝HF2 or HE1=.t˛/. Consider the natural map

� W HE1˝HZ=pHE2!H.E1 �BZ=p E2/

of unstable modules induced by p1 and p2 . If dnC1 D 0, then the tensor product
is isomorphic to HE1 ˝HF2 . If the differential is given by t˛ , then it becomes
HE1˝HZ=p .HZ=p/=.t˛/ŠHE1=.t˛/. Therefore in both cases � is an isomorphism
of unstable modules. In fact it is a morphism in U .HZ=p/. Then the result follows
from the isomorphism Fix.M1˝HZ=pM2/Š Fix.M1/˝Fix.M2/, which is valid for
U .HZ=p/–modules [16, Theorem 4.6.2.1].

Proposition 3.7 Assume that FixH.Ei / Š H.Sri / for some ri . Then there is an
isomorphism

Fix.H.E1 �BZ=p E2//ŠH.S
r1Cr2C1/:

Proof Consider the homotopy pushout square

(3.3.1)

E1 �BZ=p E2 E1

E2 E1 �BZ=p E2

We can assume that Ei D .Xi /hZ=p for some Z=p–space Xi . The assignment
X 7! FixH.XhZ=p/ defines an equivariant cohomology theory on the category of
Z=p–spaces [16, Section 4.7]. Then associated to the pushout diagram there is a
Mayer–Vietoris sequence, which breaks into short exact sequences

0! FixH.E1/q˚FixH.E2/q

! .FixH.E1/˝FixH.E2//q! FixH.E1 �BZ=p E2/
qC1
! 0;

where we used Lemma 3.6 for the middle term. In degree zero we need to consider the
reduced cohomology groups. Compare this sequence to the Mayer–Vietoris sequence
of the homotopy pushout

Sr1 �Sr2 Sr1

Sr2 Sr1 �Sr2

The result follows from Sr1 �Sr2 Š Sr1Cr2C1 .
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Let �W E! B be a fibration with fiber F . The fiberwise p–completion (Section A.4)
of � is a fibration �^

p=B
W E^

p=B
!B whose fiber is F ^p . We use the following notation

(Section A.5)
XŒm�D .X � � � � �X„ ƒ‚ …

m

/^p

and for a fibration �W E! B we define

E=B Œm�D .E �B � � � �B E„ ƒ‚ …
m

/^p=B

and denote the associated fibration by �Œm�W E=B Œm�! B .

Corollary 3.8 Let X DX� and r be defined as in Theorem 3.5. Then for all m> 2,

.XŒm�/hZ=p
' Sr Œm�:

Proof By Corollary A.3 we have a fiber homotopy equivalence .XŒm�/hZ=p '

E=BZ=pŒm�. Since XŒm� is homotopy equivalent to a p–completed sphere, using
Proposition 3.7 we obtain

FixH.E=BZ=pŒm�/Š FixH.E �BZ=p � � � �BZ=p E/ŠH.S
r Œm�/:

Therefore we can apply Theorem 3.5 to �Œm�.

Remark 3.9 According to Theorem 3.5, as long as r 6D1 the statement of Corollary 3.8
holds with mD 1. The problem we faced for r D 1 can be handled by taking joins.
When r D 1 it suffices to take mD 2 to obtain

.XŒ2�/hZ=p
' .S3/^p :

3.4 Finite p–groups

Next we extend our results to p–groups. Let P be a finite p–group and Z Š Z=p

be a subgroup of P contained in the center. Consider a mod-p spherical fibration
�W E ! BP , and let X D X� . We are interested in computing the homotopy type
of the homotopy fixed point space XhP . By transitivity of homotopy fixed points
(Appendix A.2) we have

XhP ' Y hP=Z ;

where Y DMap.EP;X/Z 'XhZ . By replacing X with XŒk� for some k and using
Corollary 3.8, we can ensure that XhZ is homotopy equivalent to a p–completed
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sphere. Now we can consider the P=Z–space Y . But to be able to determine the
homotopy type of Y hP=Z we may need to replace Y with Y Œl�. At this step we need
the following lemma.

Lemma 3.10 Let X1 and X2 be P–spaces such that for i D 1; 2, we have that
Xi ' .Sni /^p and XhZi ' .Sri /^p for some ri > 0. There is a weak equivalence

˛W .XhZ1 �X
hZ
2 /^p ! ..X1 �X2/

^
p /
hZ ;

which is induced by a map of P=Z–spaces when the homotopy fixed point spaces are
interpreted as mapping spaces.

Proof We describe the map ˛ . There is a natural map of P=Z–spaces

˛0W Map.EP;X1/Z �Map.EP;X2/Z!Map.EP;X1 �X2/Z

defined by ˛0Œf; g; t �.z/D Œf .z/; g.z/; t �. Note that Map.EP;X/Z is weakly equiva-
lent to XhZ via the natural map EZ!EP . Hence we obtain

XhZ1 �X
hZ
2 ! .X1 �X2/

hZ :

Composing this with the natural map .X1�X2/hZ! ..X1�X2/
^
p /
hZ , we obtain a map

XhZ1 �X
hZ
2 ! ..X1 �X2/

^
p /
hZ :

Completion of this map at p gives the map ˛ . Note that since r1C r2C 1 > 1 we can
apply Theorem 3.5 to conclude that ..X1 �X2/^p /

hZ is p–complete. To see that ˛ is
a weak equivalence it suffices to show that the map induced in mod-p cohomology
is an isomorphism. A Mayer–Vietoris type of argument shows that

H..XhZ1 �X
hZ
2 /^p /ŠH.S

r1Cr2C1/:

On the other hand, Proposition 3.7 implies that FixH.X1 �X2/hZ ŠH.Sr1Cr2C1/
and by Theorem 3.5 ..X1 � X2/

^
p /
hZ is weakly equivalent to the p–completion

of Sr1Cr2C1 .

Now we are ready to prove the main theorem of this section.

Theorem 3.11 Let P be a finite p–group and �W E ! BP be a mod-p spherical
fibration. Then there exists a positive integer m such that XŒm�hP ' .Sr/^p , where
X DX� .
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Proof We will use the transitivity property (Appendix A.2) of homotopy fixed points,

.Map.EP;X/Z/hP=Z 'XhP ;

where Map.EP;X/Z ' XhZ , and we will do induction on the order of P . We can
assume XhZ is nonempty, otherwise the result holds trivially. Using Corollary 3.8
we can replace X by XŒk� to ensure that Y D Map.EP;XŒk�/Z ' XŒk�hZ has
the homotopy type of a p–completed simply connected sphere. We regard Y as a
P=Z–space. Since the order of P=Z is less than the order of P there exists, by
the induction hypothesis, some l such that the homotopy fixed points .Y Œl�/hP=Z is
weakly equivalent to a p–completed sphere. We claim that the homotopy fixed points
of XŒkl� under the action of P is a p–completed sphere. To see this let AD XŒk�.
There is a weak equivalence

.AhZ/Œl�! .AŒl�/hZ

that is induced by a map of P=Z–spaces when regarded as a map between the associated
mapping spaces. This can be shown by using Lemma 3.10 and doing induction on l .
Now consider the natural P–map

XŒkl�! .XŒk�/Œl�;

which is also a weak equivalence. Using these two maps we obtain a zig-zag of weak
equivalences

.AhZ/Œl�! .AŒl�/hZ XŒkl�hZ

through P=Z–maps. Thus we have

XŒkl�hP ' .Y Œl�/hP=Z

and the result follows by induction.

4 Dimension functions

In this section we will define dimension functions for spherical fibrations and show
that they satisfy the Borel–Smith conditions after taking fiber joins.

4.1 Dimension functions

Let C.G/ denote the ring of integer-valued functions defined on the set of all subgroups
of G that are constant on G–conjugacy classes. Let H �G be a subgroup. Given a
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finite G–CW–complex Y with H.Y /ŠH.Sn/, the dimension function nY of Y is
defined by H.YH /ŠH.SnY .H/�1/. Thus Y gives rise to an element nY of C.G/.

We extend this definition to our situation. Let �W E! BG be a mod-p spherical fibra-
tion. For a p–subgroup Q �G let XQ denote the pullback �jBQ along the universal
fibration EQ! BQ . By Theorem 3.11 there exists an m such that .XQŒm�/hQ has
the homotopy type of .SrQ/^p for some rQ for all p–subgroups Q � G . Note that
by standard properties of homotopy fixed points and Theorem 3.5, we have rQ0 � rQ
if Q �Q0 and rQ D rQ0 if Q is conjugate to Q0 in G . Let Sp.G/ denote the set of
all p–subgroups of G . We define a function

n�Œm�W Sp.G/! Z by n�Œm�.Q/D rQC 1;

which is constant on G–conjugacy classes and call it the dimension function associated
to the fibration �Œm�. Given a spherical fibration we can consider the dimension function
associated to its fiberwise p–completion.

Remark 4.1 To associate a dimension function to a mod-p spherical fibration inde-
pendent of m we can define a rational-valued dimension function

Dim�.Q/D
1

m
n�Œm�.Q/

for allp–subgroupsQ�G, wherem is a positive integer large enough that Theorem 3.11
holds.

4.2 Dimensions and subgroups

We will prove an important relation satisfied by the dimension functions. Let V be
an elementary abelian p–group of rank two. Let �W E! BV be a mod-p spherical
fibration and X DX� . Assume that n� is defined. (This can be achieved by replacing �
with �Œm�.) This means that the homotopy fixed points of X under the action of a
subgroup of V is a p–completed sphere.

By the Thom isomorphism theorem for W � V the reduced cohomology ring of the
Thom space Th.�W / of the fibration �W W .XhW /hV ! BV is a free HV –module on
a single generator t .�W /. There is a map XhV !XhW defined as the composition

Map.EV;X/V !Map.EV;X/W !Map.EW;X/W
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of the natural inclusion of the fixed points, and the map induced by EW !EV . This
map induces a diagram

(4.2.1)

.XhV /hV .XhW /hV

BV BV

Th.�V / Th.�W / †.XW;V /hV

�V �W

˛ ˇ

where XW;V is the cofiber of XhV !XhW . The bottom row is a cofibration sequence.
In the long exact sequence of cohomology groups

(4.2.2) � � � ! zH i .Th.�W // ˛
�

�! zH i .Th.�V //
ˇ�
�!H i ..XW;V /hV /! � � �

we have ˛�.t.�W //D eW;V t .�V / for some element eW;V in HV . Let us set SW DSf ,
where f W HV !HW is the map induced by a subgroup inclusion W � V .

Lemma 4.2 Let W � V be a subspace of codimension one. Then there is an isomor-
phism H..XW;V /hV /ŠHV=.eW;V /.

Proof Let Y denote the space of homotopy fixed points Map.EV;X/W 'XhW . Let
V DW �L be a splitting. Then Y hL 'XhV , and .XhV /hV ! .XhW /hV induces a
map in cohomology H..XhW /hV /!H..XhV /hV /. Note that .XhW /hV 'BW �YhL
and .XhV /hV ' BW � .Y hL/hL . Therefore we obtain

HW ˝H.YhL/!HW ˝H..Y hL/hL/;

which becomes an isomorphism after localizing with respect to SL . This is a conse-
quence of the isomorphism T L' H.YhL/ŠH..Y

hL/hL/ implied by Theorem 3.2 and
the second part of Proposition 2.2 applied to M DH.YhL/. Therefore the localization
of H..XhW /hV / ! H..XhV /hV / with respect to SV is an isomorphism. From
the map between the cofiber sequences in (4.2.1) we see that the map between the
cohomology rings of Thom spaces becomes an isomorphism after localizing with
respect to SV . Thus there is a diagram

zH.Th.�W // zH.Th.�V //

S�1V
zH.Th.�W // S�1V

zH.Th.�V //

˛�

Š
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where the vertical arrows are injective since zH.Th.�W // and zH.Th.�V // are HV –
free. Therefore in (4.2.2) we have that ˛� is injective and ˇ� is surjective. Then
H..XW;V /hV / is the quotient of the map

zH.Th.�W //! zH.Th.�V //

induced by t .�W / 7! eW;V t .�V /.

Let us simply denote eW;V by eV when W is the trivial group. Let tL denote the
generator of the polynomial part of HL. We regard tL as an element of HV via the
isomorphism HV ŠHL˝HW .

Lemma 4.3 Assume that eV belongs to the polynomial part of HV . We have
nX .W / > nX .V / if and only if tL divides eV . Moreover,

eV D u
Y
W

eW;V ;

where u 2 Fp is a unit and W runs over subspaces of codimension one in V such that
nX .W / > nX .V /.

Proof Note that nX .W / > nX .V / if and only if eW;V D at˛L for some ˛ > 0 and
nonzero a 2 Fp . Let ˇ be the maximal natural number such that tˇL divides eV .
Consider the last cofiber sequences in the diagram (4.2.1) for the pair of subgroup
inclusions given by W � V and 1� V . There is a map between the cofiber sequences

Th.�V / Th.�W / †.XW;V /hV

Th.�V / Th.�1/ †.X1;V /hV

We claim that the map S�1W H.XhV /! S�1W H..XhW /hV / is an isomorphism. This
follows from the transitivity of the Borel construction. The map ..XhW /hW /hL!
.XhW /hL between Borel constructions with respect to the action of L induces a map
between the E2–pages

H.L; S�1W H.XhW //!H
�
L; S�1W H..XhW /hW /

�
of the associated spectral sequences. Then the claim follows from the isomorphism

S�1W H.XhW /Š S
�1
W H..XhW /hW /:
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Now comparing the diagrams for W � V and 1 � V we see that localization of
H..X1;V /hV / ! H..XW;V /hV / with respect to SW is an isomorphism. Thus by
Lemma 4.2 there is an isomorphism S�1W HV=.eV /Š S

�1
W HV=.eW;V /. This forces

˛ D ˇ .

Proposition 4.4 Assume eV belongs to the polynomial part of HV . If W1; : : : ; Ws
denote the subspaces of codimension one in V , then

nX .1/�nX .V /D

sX
iD1

.nX .Wi /�nX .V //:

Proof By Lemma 4.3 a codimension one subspace W contributes to the sum on the
right-hand side if and only if tL divides eV . Thus the result follows from comparing
the degrees. Note that jeV j D nX .1/�nX .V / and jeW;V j D nX .W /�nX .V /.

Remark 4.5 In view of Corollary A.6, by choosing m large enough in �Œm� we can
achieve the property that eV belongs to the polynomial part of HV .

4.3 Borel–Smith functions

An element � of C.G/ is called a Borel–Smith function [9, Definition 5.1] if it satisfies
the following conditions:

(i) If H GK � G such that K=H Š Z=p �Z=p , and Hi=H denotes the cyclic
subgroups, then

�.H/� �.K/D

pX
iD0

.�.Hi /� �.K//:

(ii) If H GK �G such that K=H ŠZ=p , where p > 2, then �.H/��.K/ is even.

(iii) If H G L G K � G such that L=H Š Z=2, then �.H/ � �.L/ is even if
K=H Š Z=4, and �.H/ � �.L/ is divisible by 4 if K=H is a generalized
quaternion group of order � 23 .

Let Cb.G/ denote the additive subgroup of Borel–Smith functions in C.G/. We also
say a function Sp.G/!Z constant on the G–conjugacy classes satisfies Borel–Smith
conditions if it satisfies (i), (ii), and (iii) on p–subgroups.

Theorem 4.6 There exists a positive integer m such that n�Œm�W Sp.G/! Z satisfies
the Borel–Smith conditions.
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Proof Monotonicity is a consequence of Theorem 3.5. Condition (i) is proved in
Proposition 4.4, where the hypothesis that eV belongs to the polynomial part of HV
holds by choosing m large enough. This is a consequence of Corollary A.6. Conditions
(ii) and (iii) can be achieved by taking m large.

When G is a finite nilpotent group, Borel–Smith functions can always be realized as
dimension functions of virtual representations. Let RO.G/ denote the Grothendieck
group of real representations. There is an additive morphism dimW RO.G/! C.G/

which sends a real representation � to the function which sends a subgroup H to the
dimension of the fixed subspace �H . Let Crep.G/ denote the image of this homomor-
phism. A key fact is that if G is a finite nilpotent group, then Cb.G/D Crep.G/ . In the
case of p–groups we can use honest representations when the Borel–Smith function is
also monotone.

Theorem 4.7 [9, Theorem 5.13] If P is a p–group and � is a monotone Borel–Smith
function, then there is a real representation � such that � D dim � .

Up to fiber joins the dimension function of a mod-p spherical fibration can be realized
by the dimension function of a real representation.

Corollary 4.8 Given a finite p–group P and a mod-p spherical fibration �W E!BP,
there is a positive integer m and a real representation � such that n�Œm� D dim � .

4.4 Proof of Theorem 1.2

A cohomology class in H.G/ is called p–effective if its restriction to maximal elemen-
tary abelian p–subgroups is not nilpotent. Let Qd.p/ denote the semidirect product
.Z=p/2 Ì SL2.Z=p/, where the special linear group acts in the obvious way.

Corollary 4.9 Let p > 2. There exists no mod-p spherical fibration �W E!BQd.p/
with a p–effective Euler class.

Proof The idea of the proof follows [23, Theorem 3.3] but here we use dimension
functions for mod-p spherical fibrations. Assume that there is a fibration � with an
effective Euler class. Consider the dimension function n�Œm� for some large m. Its
Euler class is still effective by Corollary A.6. Let P be a Sylow p–subgroup of
G D Qd.p/. The center Z.P / is a cyclic group of order p . By Theorem 4.6 we can
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choose m large enough that the dimension function of the restricted bundle �Œm�jBP
belongs to Cb.P /. Then Theorem 4.7 implies that there is a real representation � which
realizes this dimension function. Since the Euler class is p–effective, the dimensions of
subspaces of � fixed under a cyclic subgroup C �Pi have the property that dim �C D0

if and only if C D Z.P / (see [23, Lemma 3.4]). Therefore on cyclic p–subgroups
of P the dimension function n�Œm� is zero only at Z.P / but in G the center Z.P / is
conjugate to a noncentral cyclic p–subgroup C of P . Then n�Œm�.Z.P //D n�Œm�.C /,
but this gives a contradiction.

5 Qd.p/–action on Sn � Sn

In this section we prove the following theorem.

Theorem 5.1 Let G D Qd.p/. Then for any n � 0, there is no finite free G–CW–
complex X homotopy equivalent to Sn �Sn .

If pD 2, then GDQd.2/ is isomorphic to the symmetric group S4 , which includes A4
as a subgroup. In this case the theorem follows from a result of Oliver [19] which says
that the group A4 does not act freely on a finite complex X homotopy equivalent to
a product of two equal-dimensional spheres. Also note that for nD 0, the statement
holds for obvious reasons. Hence it is enough to prove the theorem when p is an odd
prime and n� 1.

Lemma 5.2 Let G be a finite group generated by elements of odd order. Let X be a
finite free G–CW–complex homotopy equivalent to Sn �Sn for some n� 1. Then n
is odd, and the induced G–action on H�.X IZ/ is trivial.

Proof It is enough to prove this for the case G D Z=pk , where p is an odd prime.
By induction we can assume that the action of the maximal subgroup H � G on
cohomology is trivial. Consider the G=H ŠZ=p action on H�.X IZ/. The only inde-
composable Z–free ZŒZ=p�–modules are either 1–dimensional, .p�1/–dimensional,
or p–dimensional [15, Theorem 2.6]. This gives that for p > 3, the G–action on
H�.X IZ/ is trivial. For p D 3, the only nontrivial module can occur in dimension n,
and in this case G=H acts on Hn.X IZ/ with the action x ! �y and y ! x � y ,
where x and y are generators of Hn.X IZ/ŠZ˚Z. Note that the trace of this action
is �1, so by the Lefschetz trace formula, L.f /D 2� .�1/D 3 when n is odd, and
L.f /D 0C .�1/D �1 when n is even. In either case L.f /¤ 0, hence G cannot
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admit a free action on X if the G=H action on homology is nontrivial. If the action is
trivial, then again by the Lefschetz trace formula, n must be odd.

The group SL2.p/ is generated by elements of order p . For example, we can take

AD

��
1 1

0 1

�
;

�
1 0

1 1

��
as a set of generators. Since Qd.p/ D .Z=p/2 Ì SL2.Z=p/ is a semidirect product
of .Z=p/2 with SL2.p/, it is also generated by elements of order p . Hence we
conclude the following.

Proposition 5.3 Let G D Qd.p/, where p is an odd prime. Suppose that there exists
a finite free G–CW–complex X homotopy equivalent to Sn � Sn for some n � 1.
Then n is odd and G acts trivially on H�.X IZ/.

To complete the proof of Theorem 5.1, we use the Borel construction. Let G D Qd.p/
with p odd, and let X be a finite free G–CW–complex homotopy equivalent to Sn�Sn

for some integer n� 1. By Proposition 5.3, the induced action of G on X is trivial
and n D 2k � 1 for some k � 1. Consider the Borel fibration XhG ! BG , where
XhG DEG �G X . There is an associated spectral sequence with E2–term

E
i;j
2 DH

i .GIH j .X//

that converges to H iCj .XhG/.

Note that since G acts freely on X we have XhG 'X=G . From this one obtains that
the cohomology ring H�.XhG/ is finite-dimensional in each degree and vanishes above
some degree. The first nonzero differential in the above spectral sequence takes the
generators of H 2k�1.X/DFp˚Fp to the cohomology classes �1 and �2 in H 2k.G/.
These classes are called the k–invariants of the G–space X .

For any subgroup H �G , we can restrict the above spectral sequence to the one for the
action of H on X . This follows from the fact that the Borel construction is functorial.
The k–invariants of this restricted action will be resGH �1 and resGH �2 , where

resGH W H
�.G/!H�.H/

denotes the homomorphism induced by inclusion of H into G .

Let V denote the (unique) normal elementary abelian subgroup Z=p �Z=p in G .
Let �1 and �2 denote the k–invariants of the restricted V –action on X . Note that
the classes �i are restrictions of cohomology classes �1 and �2 in H 2k.G/. By the
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Cartan–Eilenberg stable element theorem, the classes �i lie in the invariant subring
H�.V /SL2.p/ . This invariant ring is described in detail in [17, Proposition 1.4.1 and
Claim 1.4.2]. If we write

H�.V /D FpŒx; y�˝^.u; v/;

then H ev.V /SL2.p/ D FpŒx; y�SL2.p/˝^.vu/, where FpŒx; y�SL2.p/ D FpŒ�; �� is a
polynomial subalgebra generated by

� D

pX
iD0

.xp�iyi /p�1 and � D xyp �yxp:

For i D 1; 2, let �i D fi .�; �/C uvgi .�; �/ for some polynomials fi and gi . Since
�1 and �2 are integral classes, ie they are in the image of the map H�.V;Z/ !

H�.V;Fp/ induced by mod-p reduction, we have gi D 0 for i D 1; 2. This can
be seen easily by applying the Bockstein operator ˇW H�.V / ! H�C1.V / to the
classes �i . Since ˇ.u/D x and ˇ.v/D y , we obtain

0D ˇ.�i /D ˇ.uv/gi D .xv�uy/gi :

This gives gi D 0. Hence the k–invariants �1 and �2 lie in the polynomial subalgebra
FpŒ�; ��.

Let I D .�1; �2/ be the ideal in H�.V / generated by �1 and �2 . By a theorem of
Carlsson [8, Corollary 7], the cohomology ring H�.XhV /ŠH�.X=V / is isomorphic
to H�.V /=I . In fact it is proved that f�1; �2g is a homogenous system of parameters,
hence it gives a regular sequence (in any order it is taken). This makes the spectral
sequence collapse at the EnC2–page, and gives that H�.XhV /ŠH�.V /=I , which is
finite-dimensional as a vector space.

For every j � 0, let P j W H r.V /!H rC2.p�1/j .V / denote the Steenrod operation.
From the isomorphism above, we obtain that the ideal I is closed under Steenrod
operations, meaning that for every j � 0, we have P j .u/ 2 I for every u 2 I . A
slightly stronger Steenrod closeness condition also holds:

Lemma 5.4 Let M denote the Fp–vector space generated by �1 and �2 . For every
m 2M , and for j � 0, there exist ˛1 and ˛2 in the invariant subring FpŒ�; �� such
that P j .m/D

P
i ˛i�i .

Proof Note that it is enough to show that the elements ˛i can be chosen from
H�.V /SL2.p/ . Since both P j .m/ and �i belongs to the polynomial part of the invariant
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subring, this will imply ˛i also belongs to FpŒ�; ��. For this we will show that ˛i
can be taken as ˛i D resGV �i for some �i 2H�.G/. Hence it is enough to show that
the ideal J �H�.G/ generated by �1 and �2 is closed under Steenrod operations,
where �1 and �2 are the k–invariants of the G–action on Sn � Sn . For this, first
note that f�1; �2g is a homogeneous system of parameters because its restriction to
elementary abelian subgroups is a homogeneous system of parameters. If Z is the
center of a Sylow p–subgroup of G , then resGZ �i ¤ 0 for some i . Assume that
resGZ �1 ¤ 0, then by [7, Theorem 12.3.3], �1 is a nonzero divisor. This gives that the
spectral sequence Ei;j2 DH

i .GIH j .X// described above collapses at EnC2–page,
in particular, d2nC1 D 0. Hence H�.G/=J is a module over Steenrod algebra, giving
that J is closed under Steenrod operations.

If M � H 2k.V / is a subspace which lies inside the subring FpŒ�; �� and has the
Steenrod closeness property given in the above lemma, then we say the subspace M is
closed under Steenrod operations in the invariant subring.

Proposition 5.5 Let M �H 2k.V / be a nonzero subspace that lies inside the invariant
subring FpŒ�; ��. If M is closed under the Steenrod operations in the invariant subring,
then M lies in the principal ideal generated by � .

Proof We will use an argument similar to the argument given by Oliver [19] for
A4–actions on Sn � Sn . A nonzero homogeneous polynomial f 2 FpŒ�; �� can be
written as a sum

f D
�
f0.�/Cf1.�/�C � � �Cft .�/�

t
�
�s

for some homogeneous polynomials fi .�/ D ai�di , where f0 and ft are nonzero
and s � 0. Note that the degree of � is 2p.p� 1/, the degree of � is 2.pC 1/, hence
for dimension reasons fi D 0 when p does not divide i . So we can conclude that
every homogenous element f in FpŒ�; �� is of the form

f D

� t 0X
iD0

fi .�/�
ip

�
�s

for some homogenous polynomials fi .�/D ai�di with ai 2 Fp and f0.�/¤ 0. By
direct calculation, it is easy to see P 1.�/D0 and P 1.�/D�p�1 . So if P 1.f /D0, then� t 0X

iD0

P 1.fi /�
ip

�
�s D 0;
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which gives 0 D P 1.fi / D aidi�
di�1�p�1 for all i . Hence for every i , we have

di D pd
0
i for some d 0i . From this we conclude that f is of the form .f 0/p�s for

some f 0 when P 1.f /D 0. Furthermore, if the degree of f is divisible by p , then
sDps0 for some s0 , and hence in this case we have f D .f 00/p for some homogeneous
polynomial f 00 in FpŒ�; ��. We will use these observations in the calculations below.

Now let M �H 2k.V / be a subspace as in the proposition. If p does not divide k , then
each m 2M can be written as mD �m0 for some m0 2 FpŒ�; ��. In this case we have
M � .�/ as desired. So let us assume that p divides k . Then every m2M is of the form

mD

� t 0X
iD0

fi .�/�
ip

�
�s
0p

for some homogeneous polynomials fi .�/ D ai�
di with ai 2 Fp and f0.�/¤ 0.

SinceM is closed under Steenrod operations in the invariant subring, P 1.m/D
P
i ˛imi

for some mi 2M and ˛i 2FpŒ�; ��. However, there are no 2.p�1/–dimensional classes
in the invariant subring, hence we must have P 1.m/D 0 for every m 2M . By the
above observation this implies that every m 2M is equal to .m0/p for some (unique)
m0 2H 2k=p.V /. Let M 0 �H 2k=p.V / be the subspace formed by elements m0 such
that .m0/p 2M . Note that M 0 also lies in the invariant subring FpŒ�; ��.

Let r � 1 be the largest integer such that there exists a subspace Mr �H
2k=pr .V /

such that Mr lies in the invariant subring FpŒ�; �� and every m 2M is of the form
mD up

r

for some u 2Mr . For every j � 0, we have

P j .f p
b

/D

�
.P a.f //p

b

if j D apb;
0 otherwise.

So we have P p
r

.up
r

/ D .P 1.u//p
r

. Since M is closed under Steenrod operations
in the invariant subring, we also have P p

r

.m/ D
P
i ˛imi for some ˛i in FpŒ�; ��.

Hence we have
.P 1.u//p

r

D

X
i

˛iu
pr

i

for some ˛i in the invariant subring. We claim that the coefficients ˛i are of the form
˛i D .˛

0
i /
pr for some ˛0i .

To see this first note that P p
r

increases the dimension by 2pr.p�1/, so the dimension
of ˛i is 2pr.p�1/. If we apply P 1 to the above equation we get 0D

P
i P

1.˛i /u
pr

i .
Each element P 1.˛i / has degree 2.pr C 1/.p� 1/ and each element up

r

i has degree
at least 2.pC 1/pr , so by dimension reasons we have P 1.˛i /D 0 for all i . Hence
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we have ˛i D .˛0i /
p for some ˛0i . Plugging this into the above equation and taking

the pth root we get
.P 1.u//p

r�1

D

X
i

˛0iu
pr�1

i :

Repeating the same argument r times, we get ˛i D .˛0i /
pr for some ˛0i that lies in the

invariant subring. This gives P 1.u/D
P
i ˛
0
iui for some ˛0i . Since the degree of ˛0i

is 2.p� 1/ and there is no invariant element in that dimension, we get ˛0i D 0. This
gives P 1.u/D 0. From this we conclude that for all u we have uD .u0/p for some u0 .
This contradicts the assumption that r is the largest integer such that every m 2M is
of the form mD up

r

for some u 2 FpŒ�; ��.

We are now ready to complete the proof of Theorem 5.1.

Proof of Theorem 5.1 Let I D .�1; �2/ denote the ideal generated by the k–invariants
of the V –action on X ' Sn �Sn . By [8, Corollary 7], there is an isomorphism

H�.X=V /ŠH�.V /=I;

hence H�.V /=I is a finite-dimensional vector space. Moreover the ideal I is closed un-
der the Steenrod operations and it is of the form M �H�.V /, where M �FpŒx; y�SL2.p/

is the subspace generated by �1 and �2 . By Lemma 5.4, M is closed under Steenrod
operations in the invariant subring. Hence by Proposition 5.5 the ideal I is included
in the principal ideal .�/. This gives a contradiction because the fact that H�.V /=I
is finite-dimensional implies that I cannot be included in a principal ideal generated
by � D xy.xCy/ � � � .xC .p� 1/y/ by standard results in commutative algebra (see
[8, Proposition 3]).

Appendix

By a space we mean either a topological space or a simplicial set. The relation between
the two is given by the singular simplicial set functor and the geometric realization
functor. The category of simplicial sets is a model category with Quillen model structure
with the usual weak equivalences and Kan fibrations. The geometric realization functor
carries a Kan fibration to a Serre fibration.

A.1 Mapping spaces

Let X and Y be simplicial sets. The mapping space Map.X; Y / is the simplicial set
whose set of n–simplices is given by S .�Œn� �X; Y /, and the simplicial structure
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is induced by the ordinal maps �Œn�!�Œm�. We will denote by MapB.X; Y /f the
connected component of a map f W X ! Y , in other words the space of maps which
are homotopic to f . Let S=B denote the overcategory whose objects are maps X!B

and whose morphisms are commutative triangles over B . Let MapB.X; Y / denote
the mapping space for the overcategory, which is defined to be the simplicial set with
n–simplices given by the set S=B.�Œn��X; Y / and with the simplicial structure defined
similarly.

Let �W E ! B be a Kan fibration of simplicial sets. Then � induces a fibration of
mapping spaces

��W Map.B;E/!Map.B;B/

whose fiber over the identity map idW B! B is the mapping space MapB.B;E/. We
will also denote the fiber by Sec.�/ and call it the space of sections of � . There is a
pullback diagram

hSec.�/ Map.B;E/

Map.B;B/id Map.B;B/

��

where hSec.�/ is the space of maps B!E such that the triangle

B E

B
�

commutes up to homotopy.

In Lannes’ theory we will consider fibrations over the classifying space of an elementary
abelian p–group V . The classifying space BV is a simplicial group with product
BV �BV !BV induced by the product on V . The mapping space Map.BV;BV / is
isomorphic to Hom.V; V /�BV as a simplicial set [18, Proposition 25.2], and the adjoint
BV !Map.BV;BV / of the product map identifies BV with the identity component
of the mapping space. For any X the mapping space Map.BV;X/ has an induced
action of BV . Also the simplicial monoid Map.BV;BV / acts by precomposition
on the mapping space. The actions are equivariant with respect to the isomorphism
BV !Map.BV;BV /id of simplicial abelian groups [18, Proposition 25.3]. Given a
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fibration �W E! BV in the diagram of fibrations

BV �Sec.�/ hSec.�/

BV Map.BV;BV /id

the horizontal arrows are isomorphisms.

A.2 Homotopy fixed points

Let G be a discrete group and X be a simplicial set with G–action, also called a G–
space. The homotopy orbit space XhG is the quotient .EG�X/=G under the diagonal
action. The homotopy fixed point space XhG is the simplicial subset Map.EG;X/G

of G–equivariant simplicial set maps in Map.EG;X/. Let f W X ! Y be a map
of G–spaces which is also a weak equivalence. Then the induced maps XhG! YhG

and XhG! Y hG are weak equivalences.

Next we describe a transitivity property of homotopy fixed points [11, Lemma 10.5].
Let H be a normal subgroup of G . There is a natural action of G=H on the mapping
space Map.EG;X/H , and there is a weak equivalence

XhG ' .Map.EG;X/H /hG=H ;

where Map.EG;X/H 'XhH .

Let �W E! BG be a fibration with fiber F . Consider the pullback diagram

X� E

EG BG

�

along the universal principal G–fibration. Since X� is a free G–space, the natural map
hW .X�/hG! .X�/=G DE is a weak equivalence, in fact a trivial fibration. There is a
map of fibrations

X� F

.X�/hG E

BG BG

Q�

h

�
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where Q� is the composition � ıh. We will usually switch from an arbitrary fibration to
the natural projection .X�/hG! BG . As a consequence we have the identifications

.X�/
hG
DMap.EG;X�/

G
D Sec. Q�/' Sec.�/:

The equivalence Sec. Q�/' Sec.�/ is a consequence of the fact that the map

Map.BG; Y /!Map.BG; Y 0/

induced by a trivial fibration Y ! Y 0 is also a trivial fibration [12]. Note that
both spaces are fibrations over Map.BG;BG/. Pulling back along the subspace
Map.BG;BG/id!Map.BG;BG/ induces the required weak equivalence between
the spaces of sections.

A.3 hG–equivalence

Let �i W Ei!BG for iD1; 2 be two fibrations. A map E1!E2 of fibrations over BG
is called a fiber homotopy equivalence if there is a homotopy inverse over BG . Let X�i
denote the associated G–spaces. Then f induces a map X�1 ! X�2 which is a
G–homotopy equivalence. Conversely one can start with two G–spaces X1 and X2
and compare the fibrations associated to their Borel constructions. In this case a weaker
notion of equivalence is enough. We say X1 and X2 are hG–equivalent if there is a
zig-zag of G–maps that are also weak equivalences. Given hG–equivalent G–spaces
X1 and X2 , the products EG�X1 and EG�X2 are G–equivalent. Therefore .X1/hG
is fiber homotopy equivalent to .X2/hG . This implies that there is a one-to-one corre-
spondence between fiber homotopy classes of fibrations over BG and hG–equivalence
classes of G–spaces.

A.4 Completion at a prime

Let X^p denote the Bousfield–Kan completion of X at a prime p as defined in [6]. It
comes with a natural map X ! X^p . A space is called p–complete if this map is a
weak equivalence. For example, the classifying space BP of a p–group is p–complete.
A map f W X! Y induces an isomorphism zH�.f;Fp/ if and only if its p–completion
f ^p W X

^
p ! Y ^p is a weak equivalence. Note that any weak equivalence between

p–completed spaces is a homotopy equivalence since the p–completion of a space is a
fibrant simplicial set, ie a Kan complex. Let �W E!B be a fibration with fiber F . The
p–completion �^p W E

^
p ! B^p is still a fibration. The fiber lemma [6, Chapter II, 5.1]

implies that if �1B is a p–group and F is connected, then the fiber of �^p is the
p–completion of F . There is also a relative version of the completion construction
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which applies to a fibration �W E! B , called the fiberwise completion at a prime p .
We will denote the fiberwise p–completion by �^

p=B
W E^

p=B
! B . This is a fibration

whose fiber is given by F ^p . If � is a fibration over BP , then up to homotopy �^p can
be identified with �^

p=B
. More explicitly, there is a map of fibrations

E^
p=BP

E^p

BP BP^p

where the horizontal maps are weak equivalences.

Proposition A.1 Let �W E ! BP be a fibration with connected fiber and let X D
.X�/

^
p denote the p–completion of the P–space associated to � . Then there is a fiber

homotopy equivalence
XhP E^p

BP BP

�

Proof This result is proved in [16, Proposition 4.3.1] for an elementary abelian
p–group. For a general p–group we proceed as follows. Let X� denote the pullback
of � along EP ! BP . It fits into a fibration sequence F ! X� ! EP . After
completion the sequence F ^p ! .X�/

^
p !EP^p is a fiber sequence since EP^p is still

contractible. Then the diagram

.X�/
^
p EP^p

E^p BP^p

is a homotopy pullback diagram since E^p ! BP^p is a fibration with fiber F ^p by the
fiber lemma. This implies that X D .X�/^p is a P –covering of E^p . Thus X is a free
P–space and the desired map is given by the projection XhP !X=P .

A.5 Fiber joins

Next we will discuss the fiber join construction. First we look at the behavior with
respect to the Borel construction and p–completion, and then we study the Euler class
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of fiber joins. The fiber join of two fibrations �1W E1!B and �2W E2!B is defined
to be the homotopy pushout of

(A.5.1)
E1 �B E2 E1

E2 E1 �B E2

where E1 �B E2 is the pullback of the maps �1 and �2 over B . When B is a point
this definition specializes to the join construction, and we simply write E1 �E2 .

Proposition A.2 Let X and Y be G–spaces. There is a fiber homotopy equivalence

XhG �BG YhG .X �Y /hG

BG BG

�

Proof The map is induced by the Borel construction of the natural maps

X !X �Y  Y

and restricts to the identity map between the fibers.

Given two spaces X and Y the join X^p � Y
^
p is in general not p–complete [21,

page 107]. For example, for spheres the p–completion of .Sn/^p � .S
m/^p is given by

.Sn �Sm/^p . We use the notation

XŒm�D .X � � � � �X„ ƒ‚ …
m

/^p :

A fiberwise version of this definition is as follows: given a fibration �W E ! B we
define

E=B Œm�D .E �B � � � �B E„ ƒ‚ …
m

/^p=B

and denote the associated fibration by �Œm�W E=B Œm�! B .

Corollary A.3 Let P be a p–group. If � is the fibration E ! BP associated
to the Borel construction of a P–space X , then �Œm� is fiber homotopy equivalent
to .XŒm�/hP .
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Proof Using Proposition A.2 and induction we see that there is a fiber homotopy
equivalence

�
n
BPE! .�nX/hP

over BP . Let Y denote the pullback of the fiber join �nBPE along EP ! BP .
Then Y is G–equivalent to �nX . Applying Proposition A.1 to �nX we obtain a fiber
homotopy equivalence

..�nX/^p /hP ! .�nBPE/
^
p :

Remark A.4 The natural map XŒmn�! .XŒm�/Œn� is a homotopy equivalence. Sim-
ilarly, �Œmn� is fiber homotopy equivalent to .�Œm�/Œn�.

A.6 Euler class

We will study the Euler class of fiber joins of mod-p spherical fibrations. Note that the
fiber join construction does not result in a mod-p spherical fibration until we fiberwise
complete it at p . But the resulting fibration has a fiber whose mod-p cohomology is
the mod-p cohomology of a sphere. Therefore for our purposes we consider a larger
class of fibrations. Let �W E!B be a fibration whose fiber F satisfies HF ŠH.Sd /
for some d . The Thom space Th.�/ of � is defined to be the cofiber of the map � .
Consider the diagram of cofibrations

F E

� B

†F Th.�/

�

�

The reduced cohomology ring zH.Th.�// is a free HB–module generated on a generator
t .�/ of degree d C 1 called the Thom class of � . We can take t .�/ to be the dual of
the image of a chosen generator under the map HdC1.†F /!HdC1.Th.�// induced
by �. The image of the Thom class under the natural map HdC1.Th.�//!HdC1.B/

is called the Euler class e.�/. Alternatively, e.�/ is the image of the transgression of
the generator of Hd .F / in the Serre spectral sequence of � .

We will need an alternative description of fiber join construction. Given fibrations
�i W Ei ! B with fiber Fi , where i D 1; 2, let us define a quotient space

E1 O�E2 DE1 �E2 � Œ0; 1� =�
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by the relations .e1; e2; 0/� .e1; e02; 0/ if �2.e2/D�2.e02/ and .e1; e2; 1/� .e01; e2; 1/ if
�1.e1/D�1.e

0
1/. Projecting onto each factor induces a fibration �1 O��2W E1 O�E2!B�B

with fiber F1�F2 . The pullback along the diagonal inclusion �W B!B�B is exactly
the fiber join construction

F1 �F2 F1 �F2

E1 �B E2 E1 O�E2

B B �B

�1 O��2

�

In more detail, the diagram (A.5.1) maps to the pullback and induces a weak equivalence
between the spaces given in the two definitions.

Proposition A.5 Let �1 and �2 be mod-p spherical fibrations over B . In the com-
mutative diagram

†.F1 �F2/ †F1 ^†F2

Th.�1 O� �2/ Th.�1/^Th.�2/

�

†�1^†�2

�

the horizontal maps are weak equivalences.

Proof Let D.�/ denote the fiber join of the identity map B ! B (regarded as a
fibration) with a mod-p spherical fibration �W E! B . The Thom space Th.�/ can be
described as the quotient D.�/=B . We have the identifications

Th.�1/^Th.�2/D
Th.�1/�Th.�2/
Th.�1/_Th.�2/

D
D.�1/�D.�2/

.E �D.�2//\ .D.�1/�E/

'
D.�1 O� �2/

�1 O� �2

D T .� O� �/;

which are compatible with the equivalence †F1 ^†F2 '†.F1 �F2/.

An almost immediate consequence of Proposition A.5 is that the Euler class of the
fiber join of two mod-p spherical fibrations is the cup product of Euler classes of the
individual fibrations.
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Corollary A.6 If �1 and �2 are mod-p spherical fibrations, then

e.�1 �B �2/D e.�1/e.�2/:

Proof Proposition A.5 implies that the Thom class of �1 O� �2 is the cross product of
the Thom classes of �1 and �2 . Looking at the corresponding diagram of cohomology
groups associated to the diagram

B B �B

Th.�1 �B �2/ Th.�1/^Th.�2/

�

we see that the Euler class of �1 �B �2 is the cup product of the Euler classes of
�1 and �2 .
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